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Goodwill: The Shareholder Perspective

Abstract

Accounting theory according to vanous authors including Ijiri (1975), Oaa (1988),
Ruland (1989) supports the concept that accounting standards should serve the
information needs of users.

This paper examines the controversy in Australia

surrounding accounting for goodwill and reports on a survey of shareholders in a large
Australian public company. Alternative classifications of shareholders are examined to
identify whether any classifications display an association with the choice of the
preferred method of accounting for goodwill. The level of support for the accounting
standard is also examined.
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Goodwill: The Shareholder Perspective

The intention of the project was to provide input to the controversial issue of accounting
for goodwill by looking at the views of various shareholder groups. This paper reports
the results of a survey of shareholders in a large public company in Australia.

At the

time of the survey the company's shares were capitalised at approximately $Aus3463
million. This paper has three major components. The first component is to justify the
use of shareholder surveys. Ultimately the choice of a shareholder survey is a value
judgement or a philosophical choice. This paper recognises that and the authors adopt a
user primacy approach. It also acknowledges that a shareholder survey could be justified
by the adoption of an accountability approach although the interpretation of the survey
would differ. Second, the debate relating to accounting for goodwill will be reviewed.
Third, the results of the empirical research will be presented and analysed.

PART ONE:

Accounting Standard Setting and Shareholder Surveys .

Gaa (1988) recognised that in standard setting important distributional principles have to
be addressed. Often this is viewed as choice between the neutrality principle and the user
primacy principle. Under the neutrality principle the consequences for all interested
parties (management, financial information users, regulators, politicians, and other
interested parties) are treated equally in resolving conflicts in standard setting by taking
aggregate costs and benefits.

Thus the distributional consequences within those parties

are deemed irrelevant for decision making. H social welfare- in aggregate is maximised
by a given accounting method it should be adopted.

In contrast the user primacy

principle 'calls for a systematic bias in financial accounting and reporting. in favor of
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those users of financial information who are in a disadvantageous position with regard to
the production and consumption of financial information. [Beaver and Demski, 1974,
p.178]' (Gaa, 1988, p.44).

Ruland (1989) rejected the notion of deciding accounting questions on the basis of
consequences for all parties. Rather Ruland (1989, p.75) justified the adoption of the
user primacy principle as follows:

The objective, under the inconsequential approach is to fulfil the
obligation and duty to users of accounting reports by providing
information for rational decision making.

Thus Ruland focused on the concept of obligations and duties.

Ruland (1989, p.75) further stated that:

It is the right approach because it is ethically right, regardless of the
consequences [footnote omitted].

Ruland recognised that in exceptional circumstances two ethical rights may clash in
which case a revision of ethical principles has to be made.

However he could not

envisage such circumstances arising in accounting standard setting.

Ruland (1984) argued that when the company accepts investments from shareholders, or
any class of investors for that matter, the company undertakes an obligation to provide
the investors with information which is a faithful representation of the underlying
financial situation.

This requirement to provide information which gives a faithful
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representation is reinforced in those jurisdictions which require the accounts show a true
and fair view.

A true and fair view is a mandatory requirement in Australia, and in the

EEC, Greenwell (1991). The requirement that the accounts show "a" true and fair view
can be interpreted as implicit recognition of the existence of several true and fair views.
Ruland (1984) uses the analogy of a map which has a requirement that the map show a
"faithful" representation of the dimensions which it purports to portray. This in tum
suggests that there is an obligation to provide a true representation of all the dimensions
which each class of users require. Further reinforcement of this obligation is the use of
"fair" in the statutory requirements. Fair carries with it a connotation of "to whom" and
"for what purpose". It is argued by Ruland (1984) that these obligations exist irrespective
of the cost of providing such information. Ingram and Rayburn (1989) challenged the
notion that the obligation is independent of the cost/benefit constraint but their arguments
are rejected by Ruland (1989).

It is argued here that since users have a right to select the dimensions that they wish to
have reported to them, they have to make cost benefit trade off's.

From the individual

shareholder's point of view the different dimensions or maps have costs and benefits for
them.

Further, they know that the firm also has obligations to provide information to

other investors, say other shareholders with different circumstances, or other classes of
shareholders.

They can anticipate the likely requirements of other investors and either

choose the same dimensions or choose a distinct dimension knowing the extra cost which
will be imposed on the finn.

They will then have to make a cost benefit analysis to

decide whether the benefit exceeds the cost given that they as owners will ultimately bear
the cost.

Similarly lenders will have to make a cost benefit analysis when naming their choice
because the reporting costs imposed on the business will make their source of fmance
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more expensive, and if too high may price them out of the market. Presumably potential
shareholders have to make a similar cost benefit analysis on the basis that when they
become shareholders they have an ethical obligation to provide future potential investors
with as comprehensive a report as they themselves demanded. However then they have
to bear the cost.

The user primacy principle, therefore, seems consistent with the notion that the
infonnarion needs of the users predominate and that no other party has an entitlement to
use cost benefit analysis in an attempt to restrict their legitimate/moral claims for

information,

However when the user primacy principle is examined further there are in practice two
versions, the first of which complies with Ruland's ethical approach, the second which is
in direct contravention of it.
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The first version

...is based on the traditional concept of accountability [see e.g. Ijiri, 1975,

p.293], and on the more recent separation of ownership from management

in widely held corporations. [paton and Littleton, 1940, p.16, and the
more recent principal-agent literature generally]. This version, which will
be called here the Basic User Primacy Principle, has received its clearest
endorsement in the report Objectives of Financial Statements, published
by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants:

An objective of financial statements is to serve primarily those who have
limited authority, ability, or resources to obtain information and who rely
on financial statements as their principal source of information about an
enterprise's economic activities [1973, p.17]. (Gaa, 1988, pp.53-54)

In the context of this research study a similar, but not identical, version of the basic user
primacy was being considered by the Australian Accounting Standards Board at the time
of this survey in itS conceptual framework (ED42A, para.5)2. The difference is that the
reference to the relevant users only refers to their use of the data while not restricting it to

the principal source of information. This is in contrast to the second or extended version
of the user primacy principle which suggests that the reporting should be biased toward
the 'sophisticated investors' who have a reasonable

understanding of business and

accounting and are willing to diligently peruse the accounting reports (Gaa, 1988, p.54).
The difficulty with adopting this extended version of user primacy is that it would tend to
automatically disentitle a large proportion of investors.

The exact proportion is not

known. Some indication of the proportion of less sophisticated investors, who probably
encompass the majority of those who would be disentitled, is given by the fact that in
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Australia 38.6% of investors hold shares in only one company, 25.2% first spoke to a
stockbroker for advice before investing, 20.8% knew very little or nothing about capital
gains tax whilst another 19.2% only knew a little bit about it (Australian Stock Exchange,
1988). Given that some major public companies in Australia are encouraging employees
to purchase shares through employee share plans, then the need to make the accounts
easier to understand by all interested shareholders becomes more critical.

The choice between the basic user primacy principle, the extended user primacy principle

and the neutrality principle cannot be resolved on logical grounds.

The choice must be

determined on philosophical or ethical grounds.

If the choice is to adopt the basic user primacy principle on either philosophical or ethical
grounds, then reporting is biased in terms of users who do not have the power to get

appropriate information for themselves.

However, there may also be conflicting

infonnation requirements and the company will have to face the practical problem of
satisfying all user needs.

Also, how does the corporation handle the situation of a

shareholder who by his or her unique demands imposes disproportionate costs on other
shareholders? The cost borne by an individual shareholder would be determined by the
amount of cost per shareholder their information choices imposed on others versus the
magnitude of costs others impose on them.

The above analysis highlights that the user

primacy criteria resolves the immediate problem, but in doing so creates a second order
problem. If users have common needs, as assumed by SACI then the problem does not
arise.
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Not all authorities agree on the concept of focusing on user needs.

For example Clarke

(1984, p.442) argued that The range of potential users and the variety of decisions they
make render it impossible to tailor data to their specific needs'.

This is, of course, an

empirical question.

Although the quotation from Gaa above refers to the Basic User Primacy model as being
consistent with the accountability concept it would appear that Ijiri (1983) made a
distinction between user primacy and the accountability concept.

User primacy focuses

only on the needs of users whereas the accountability concept balances the right of
management to privacy against the right of users to know.

They both have in common

the need to treat users fairly in the provision of information.

User needs or desire for

information are a basic input for decision-making regarding the selection of the
information to be communicated and the selection of the form of communication.
difference lies in the emphasis.

A

The user primacy model places more emphasis on the

individual items of information whilst the accountability model places more emphasis on
the total reporting package.

The user primacy model judges infonnation in terms of

whether it is used. Under the accountability model:

The accounting system can be highly useful to the accountor and the

accountee even if no one reads the accounting reports.

Like insurance,

what is ultimately of use here is the assurance provided by an accounting
of records and reports that things can be accounted for whenever
necessary. If the accountor behaves more accountably and the accountee
increased the trust on the accountor because of the existence of records
and reports, that benefit of the accounting system is of fundamental
importance even if neither patty reads the records or reports. (Ijiri, 1983,
p.78)
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A recent legal decision in Britain, the Caparo case, stated that auditors only have a
responsibility to the company.

Whilst most accounting authorities would view this

approach as unduly restrictive, and it is not obvious that such a case will be followed in
other jurisdictions or will survive on appeal. In that case Lord Jauncey said:

My Lords, Pan

vn of the Companies Act 1985 provides that the accounts

of a company for each financial year shall be laid before the company's
general meeting, that is to say before the members in general meeting.
Copies of the accounts must be sent to the members at least 21 days in
advance; and it is obvious that the reason for this is to enable the members
to prepare themselves for attendance and participation in the meeting.

TIle annual general meeting provides the opportunity for members to
question the stewardship of the company during the preceding year, to
vote for or against election or re-election of directors, to approve or
disapprove the appointment or reappointment of auditors and to take other
decisions affecting the company as a whole or themselves as members of a
particular class of shareholders.

...Advice to individual shareholders in relation to present or future
investment in the company is no pan of the statutory purpose of the
preparation and distribution of accounts. (Livanes, 1990, pp.57-58) (see
also Higson, 1989, p.l)

From the above it is clear that some judges adopt an approach similar to that of Ijiri.
Thus in preparing accounts each class of shareholders should be consulted periodically as
to the appropriateness of the accounts in allowing them to appoint directors and approve
dividend recommendations. Who should initiate such consultations is not addressed.
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The user primacy model, and the basic user primacy version of it in particular, provides a
theoretical justification for surveying users to help resolve accounting standard setting
The choice of the theoretical model primarily comes back to

controversies.

philosophical issues and values. This research reflects values similar to those outlined in
Ruland's inconsequential approach. It is not suggested that this is the only perspective
that could have been adopted or that it is necessarily the best approach. All that is being
outlined is the underpinnings of the approach which the researchers found compatible
with their own theoretical views.

By highlighting alternatives such as the neutrality

principle and the accountability approach it was hoped to:

(a)

to acknowledge other theoretical frameworks that would have justified alternative
approaches,

(b)

to allow readers to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the basic user
primacy model,

(c)

to provide an alternative, namely the accountability approach, even if less
compelling than the basic user primacy approach, as justification for surveying
user views on controversial accounting issues such as accounting for goodwill.

The typical procedures for obtaining feedback on accounting controversies tend to attract
input from the preparers, auditors and sophisticated users of accounting reports. (This
will be discussed in more detail subsequently under the goodwill debate.) According to
the user primacy concept the views of all user categories need to be taken into
consideration.

One way of providing input to the decision making is to survey all

shareholders to directly ask for their views on the controversial issues of the time. This
research has done exactly that. Even under the neutrality approach the views of all user
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groups should be taken into account as well as the views of preparers.

Whilst the less

sophisticated users are likely to have less importance under a neutrality approach, they
nonetheless should be taken into consideration.

In the accountability approach the

global user views are required irrespective of whether the accounts are actually used.
This would tend to suggest that all shareholders' views on major accounting issues are

relevant and should be canvassed.

Consideration of a limited number of issues can

provide feedback on the philosophy of reporting on which shareholders have a view.
Having ascertained their views, those views can be traded off against the concerns of
management for privacy or the concerns of other users as considered appropriate.

A

shareholder survey as conducted here can provide valuable input to such analyses.

There is a research tradition in municipal financial accounting for surveying users on the
best format of accounts (see Gaffney, 1986, for both an example of such research and for
a review of that literature) and this paper will apply a similar philosophy to the question
of goodwill.

PART TWO

The Goodwill Debate

The issue of the most appropriate method of accounting for goodwill has been long and
controversial. Goodwill is a payment for the excess earning power of a business which
cannot be attributed to other identifiable assets. This in itself creates problems in the
sense that the identifiable assets are a function of the extent of the search for identifiable
intangible assets which may be as difficult to verify and value as is goodwill.
Alternatively another way of expressing the preceding is that the ability of the firm to
reduce the amount of goodwill is determined by the desire to establish the presence of
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other intangibles such as trademarks, brand names, patents, licensing rights and mastheads.

Having identified what is to be considered as being included in the category of goodwill,
consideration has to be given to the most appropriate method of accounting for it. There

appears to be four major approaches, namely: immediate write offs, matching according
to the historical cost method, the dangling debit, and valuations.

These various

approaches reflect to a large extent different views as to the objectives of accounting

reports. These alternative approaches will be discussed in tum.

Immediate write offs. This method is often supported by those who feel that the balance
sheet should only reflect the tangible assets of the organisation.

From that perspective

the tangible assets are more verifiable and hence in some sense more reliable measures of
the firm's net asset backing. For example a large Australian public company, Brambles
Industries Limited, stated in their 1987 Annual Report on page 34:

the directors consider that the carrying forward of amounts which are not
supported by identifiable assets and then distorting future results with
arbitrary amortisation charges is misleading.

To be consistent, advocates of this method would have to apply a similar approach to
other deferred charges such as exploration costs not yet sustained by mineral discoveries
and costs of tailor-made equipment. An alternative justification for this approach is that
since internally generated goodwill is not recorded then the purchased goodwill should be
excluded for the sake of consistency (Taylor, 1987, p.93). A third attempt to justify this
approach is to argue that since the life of the goodwill is so difficult to estimate, any
amortisation period is arbitrary so all the asset will be eliminated at the time of purchase.
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As an example the Commonwealth Industrial Gases Limited disclosed in its 1987 Annual

Report:

The Directors believe it is appropriate to write off goodwill in the year of
acquisition as an extraordinary item in the profit and loss rather than carry
forward and amortise the amount over an arbitrary period.

Having chosen to write off the asset immediately the question arises as to the appropriate
location of the debit. Most proponents of this method chose either the recording of an
extraordinary expense or a reduction in reserves.

The former assumes that the

shareholders are immediately worse off or that over some unidentifiable period they will
be worse off and hence an expense should be recorded.

The latter assumes that the

shareholders are no worse off and hence the recording should not go through the Profit
and Loss Statement. This method can be criticised in that the additional earnings which
have been purchased will flow through the profit and loss whereas the cost of purchasing
that benefit will never be matched against it (Grinyer et al, 1990, p.227).

The counter

argument is that if the fum incurs sufficient expenditure to sustain the value of the
goodwill then an appropriate matching has occurred.

Matching according to the historical cost method.

In accordance with historical cost

accounting the amount paid for an asset should be treated as an asset as long as the future
benefits exceed the cost. Then over the life of the asset the cost should be charged
against income in a manner which reflects the relative benefits accruing to each period
(Tibbits, 1987). If a net present value approach approximates the method of valuing the
goodwill in the negotiations then very little value is ascribed to benefits more than IS
years out.

Tibbits (1987) contended that this implies that the benefits purchased

predominantly relate to the first 15 years or less, so the purchased goodwill should be
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amortised so as to match the time periods which significantly influenced the purchase
price.

Grinyer et al (1990, p.225) argued that the historical cost approach is consistent with the
role of accountability.

The Dangling Debit.

This method resolves around a concern to match the' revenue

against the benefits according to the historical cost approach, whilst at the same time
adopting a conservative approach in the balance sheet. To achieve the desired balance
sheet the unamortised balance in the purchased goodwill account is deducted off reserves
rather than being shown as an asset.

The Valuation approach.

If the balance sheet is seen as a valuation statement then the

use of an equivalent valuation method for goodwill would be logically justified.

This

would then require that the asset be revalued annually. No distinction would be made
between purchased and internally generated goodwill.

The increments and decrements

from year to year would have to be treated in a manner consistent with the corresponding
items for other assets. Those who want to capitalise purchased goodwill and to leave the
asset account unchanged from period to period are making an unlikely assumption that
the asset value is unchanged.

Altematively they are contending that it is extremely

difficult to value goodwill in the absence of a transaction and the underlying value is as
likely to have increased as decreased. The onus should be on the company to provide
evidence to support such an assumption.

Grinyer et al (1990, p.225) argue that to mix

valuation and historical cost is to use two mutually exclusive concepts and hence is
conceptually unacceptable.

-s

I
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The History of the Debate. The professional and academic controversy surrounding
goodwill has a long and tortuous background (see Courtis (1983), for a historical review).
Anderson and Zimmer (1990, p.2) documented the activities of the Australian
accountancy profession in relation to the establishing of a standard for goodwill.

Work

on a background discussion paper was commissioned by the Australian Accounting
Research Foundation in 1977.

After interruptions in the programme a draft exposure

draft was prepared by the staff of the Australian Accounting Research Foundation
(AARF) in March 1981 for initial testing with 25 respondents. In June 1983 the official

exposure draft was released. After review of the 91 responses, the Australian accounting
profession released a standard requiring capitalisation followed by amortisation over the
life of the asset or 20 years whichever was shorter. That standard which was released in
April 1984, did not have legal force, but rather relied on the standing of the two major
professional accounting bodies in Australia. It was operational from 31 March 1985.
The body with authority to issue legally binding standards, the Accounting Standards
Review Board, considered the professional standard in late 1987.

Rather than going

through the exposure draft procedures of the professional bodies, the ASRB sought
comment on the major issues surrounding accounting" for goodwill.

The treatment of

goodwill was still a controversial issue amongst the preparers. Tibbits and Greenwell
(1990) reviewed the response to the public request for expression of views:

of the 29 submissions received, 7 were from academics, 8 were from the
accounting profession, 7 were from preparers of accounts, and 2 were
associated with company administration and 3 were from possible user
groups, with the remaining 2 unable to be classified.

The first of the possible users was the Chief Accountant of the Australian Mutual
Provident Society, one of the largest assurance organisations in Australia. The views are
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summarised as preferring the recognition of both purchased and internally generated
goodwill in the accounts with amortisation only occurring when there was a permanent
diminution in the value of the asset.

The second potential user was the Australian

Bankers' Association - Accounting Principles Committee which favoured the
identification of all separable assets, with the balance deemed to be goodwill to be
immediately written off as an extraordinary item.

The uncertainty associated with the

above two submissions is that as such organisations represent both preparers and users it
is not apparent as to what role the above views pertain, or whether they relate to both
roles.

The third submission from a user came from a subconunittee of the Securities Institute of

Australia. Selected quotations from their submission follow:

The Committee believes that goodwill relates to the value of the business
as a whole and not to the value of specific assets, whether or not
identifiable.

The Committee rejects the view that goodwill, which is

synonymous with such factors as market share- and superior management
is an asset....In our view to record goodwill as an asset is to misunderstand

the pwpose of a balance sheet as a statement of the entity's financial
position....We would have no objection to a separate statement being
prepared by Directors on the value of the business (in which goodwill
could be disclosed) but this should not be confused with the financial
statements of the entity....In our opinion, goodwill should not be treated as
an asset and if it arises, followirtg a revaluation of fixed assets and other
identifiable assets, then it should be written off immediately.

In most

cases it should be written off as an extraordinary item since it is material,
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non-recurring and not in the ordinary course of any entity's activities
(Tibbits & Greenwell, 1990, pp.3-4).

Following consideration of the submissions, the Accounting Standards Review Board
introduced a goodwill standard which was essentially a confirmation of the profession's
standard. Thus companies then faced the possibility of a legally enforceable standard
which required goodwill to be capitalised and amortised to operating profit over its
estimated life, or twenty years, whichever is the shorter.

Before the operational date of

the standard the business community made public comments in opposition to the
goodwill standard and lobbied the relevant politicians to get the standard overturned.
The objectors ranged from those who wanted immediate write offs to those who wanted
the goodwill treated as an asset which would only be amortised in extreme circumstances

such as the destruction of the firm's goodwill.

They were unsuccessful.

When the

standard became operational (19 June 1988), a number of firms applied to the National

-

Companies and Securities Conunission [the then Australian equivalent to the SEC] for
exemptions from complying with the standard in the first financial year of operation.
Not all applicants mounted a successful application, but 10 companies were granted
exemption from the standard for the f11"St fmancial year only (Bosch, 1990, p.129).

The controversy surrounding the setting of accounting standards for goodwill in Australia
was not too dissimilar from the British experience (Nobes, 1990).

Pacific Dunlop Ltd,

whose shareholders are surveyed in this research, is a leading company which publicly
criticised the standard, and its managing director was appointed by the Business Council
of Australia as the chairperson of its committee on accounting standards.
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PART THREE: Empirical Research

A.

Previous shareholder surveys

The concept of a survey of shareholders is not unique and has been used previously.
What was intended to be different about the current survey was its focus and the manner
of handling the sampling issue.

Previous surveys have had as their primary function the identification of the
understandability, readability and extent of the use of the major component reports in the
annual report (see Table 1). The major thrust of the current research was to focus on the
attitudes of various shareholder groups to the treatment of goodwill. This is not to deny
that the research touched on some of the traditional issues as well.

Rather these were

intended to classify the respondents in terms of the constructs of the user primacy
approach.

The previous surveys have seen as an important part of their methodology the need to

suggest that the sample that they achieved was representative of shareholders in public
companies. For example Winfield (1978, p.179) had the following to say in relation to
the sample:

In a survey of this nature there is always suspicion that the respondents
constitute a biased sample, i.e. that those who have responded come from
a group of shareholders who are more likely to give positive response to
questions.

In an attempt to detect this tendency, initial responses were

segregated from responses to the follow-up letter. A comparison of some
of the responses in each category is set out in Table 1. This indicates that
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the groups which responded to the follow-up letter claimed less
knowledge

of

accounting

and

understanding of accounting reports.

financial

management

and

less

However, variations in responses to

the final two sections of the questionnaire were not statistically
significant.

It is almost inevitable that the sample will be either non-representative of all shareholders
and of shareholders in the survey company to some degree, or that the suspicion will
exist that such bias exists. As Winfield pointed out early respondents differed from late
respondents in some respects and the extent to which nonrespondents further differed
from early respondents was unknown.
shareholders select

Further there is no way of knowing whether

companies for reasons which result in differences in the

characteristics of shareholders between companies.

This is particularly relevant given

that 38.6% of Australian shareholders only hold shares in one company.

However

Courtis (1982, p.54, note 54) had the opinion that there was sufficient evidence to
indicate that there was no significant nonresponse bias.

Wallace & Mellor (1988) and Wallace and Cooke (1990) examined the difficulties and
limitations of the approaches for handling the response bias question.

It is not claimed in the current survey that the sample is representative. The focus is on
analysing the patterns in the group which responded.
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Table 1
Previous Shareholder Surveys
Research
Paper

Usable
Responses

Major
Focus

Country

Goldberg &
Clift (1968)

204

Understandability
and extent of
readership

Australia

Baker &
Haslem

851

Investment
decision making

USA

Lee &

374
(301 personal
interviews)

Comprehension
(lmponance of
accounting in
decision making,
extent of readership)

Great
Britain

476

Investment decision
making by investors
(who were predominantly
from professional and
managerial backgrounds)

Australia

Understandability, readership,
sources of infonnation for
investment decisions.

USA

Tweedie
(1975 a,b)

Chenhall
& Juchau
(1976)

4400
Securities &
Exchange Commission
Advisory Committee
on Corporate Disclosure

I
'{;.

So~sofinformation

USA
New Zealand

Chang & Most
(1977)

182 Florida
85NZ

Wilton & Tabb
(1978)

165

Extent to which reports
were read and the
importance placed upon them

Winfield (1978)

319

Readership, understandability,
relevance and extent of use

Anderson
(1979)

966

Souocesofinfonnation
for investment decisions,
understandability

Australia

Cumpstone (1980)

172

Readership, understandability
and use.

New Zealand

Courtis
(1982)

1842
(238)

Use of annual reports (the
amount they would pay for an
annual report)

Australia

used

New Zealand

i

~

~

~

~

~

Australia
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B.

The Current Survey

The publicity given in the financial press to the opposition from preparers to the
accounting standard on goodwill highlighted the diversity of views in the business
community on the best way to account for goodwill.

Invariably the companies

supported their position by stating that their method was best for users. One way to assist
in the resolution of the issue was to survey the various classes of users. Accordingly
letters were sent to finance directors of three companies inviting them to both sponsor
and co-operate in a survey of their company's shareholders.

One company invited the

researchers to discuss other possibilities and a survey of a group they deemed influential
analysts was undertaken and the results have been reported elsewhere.

The finance

director of Pacific Dunlop Ltd was interested in pursuing the matter further and agreed to
a survey of fifty percent of small shareholders (holders of 5000 shares or less) and 100
percent of other registered shareholders. The response rates are given in Table 2. There
was no follow up on non respondents.

Table 2

I!

CATEGORY

I

5000 shares or less
More than 5000 shares
Overseas shareholders
Employee shareholders
Executives
Nominee shareholders

Total

I
,

Response Rate by Category of Shareholders
% OF TOTAL

RESPONSE

3787
1588
582
356
335
75

RETURNS
56.3
23.6
8.7
5.3
5.0
1.1

RATE %
18.0
20.0
18.0
6.0
14.0
11.0

6723

100.0

16.0

NUMBER

A holder of 5000 shares had at the time of the survey a shareholding worth $AUS25000.
The desire to categorise the respondents into such groups was driven by the need to
search for understandable response patterns.
The aggregate attitudes to accounting for goodwill are outlined in Table 3.
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Table 3
Preferred Method of Accounting for Goodwill
Clear Choice of an Accounting Method
Full write off as an operating expense
in the year of purchase

467
(6.9%)

Full write off as an extraordinary
expense in the year of purchase

956
(14.2%)

Write off over the estimate useful
life of the goodwill

1211
(18.0%)

Write off over the estimated useful
lifeofthegoodvnnsu~ecttoa

twenty year limit
(The method stipulated by the accounting standards)

1085
(16.1%)

Treat as an asset with no intention to
systematically write off depreciation

(4.3%)

Other methods

218
(3.3%)

290

Unable or unwilling to make a choice
No response

299
(4.4%)

No opinion

1605
(23.9%)

Not understood

592
(8.8%)

Caution should be exercised because no adjustments have been made for the different
response rates of the various categories nor for the under representation of the nominee
shareholders. One questionnaire was sent to each nominee although it is known that
many nominees represent multiple shareholders. No previous survey has mentioned how
to handle the nominee shareholdings. However. under the approach taken in this paper
more emphasis is being placed on the various categories of respondents.
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The second approach mentioned above suggested that the responses be analysed in terms
of other characteristics of the shareholders which might provide some insights into their
choice of accounting methods for goodwill.

The respondents were asked a nwnber of simple questions relating to their backgrounds
which might provide more tentative insights into their choices.

The aspects which appeared to warrant further investigation included:

(i)

category of shareholder, i.e. small, large, nominee, overseas, employee or
executive shareholders.

(ii)

their re~nse to the question examining whether they were holders of formal
accounting qualifications

(iii)

their response to the question asking the expected period for which they intend
to hold their shares in Pacific Dunlop

(iv)

the extent to which they indicated they understood the profit and loss statement

(v)

the extent to which they indicated they understood the balance sheet

(vi)

their self assessment of the extent to which they understood accounting for
goodwill

(vii)

the importance which they place on the choice of the method of accounting for
goodwill.
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The earlier discussion on user primacy implied notional coalitions of shareholders are
identified. The coalitions are those coalitions which would be formed in the absence of
costs of forming coalitions, and would represent groups with common interests. The
groups outlined above appear to be groups which might have common interests in
relation to accounting, and accounting for goodwill.

If the category of shareholder

influenced the choice of accounting method then companies may find it worthwhile
direct different infonnation to different categories of shareholders.

to

Alternatively the

same infonnarion could be presented but different information could be given
prominence 8:Ccording to the shareholder category to which it was directed.

If the desired method of accounting varied according to the accounting "education" of the
recipient then perhaps two sets of accounts could be produced.

The concept of

simplified and detailed accounts is not new - The Commonwealth Industrial Gases
Limited - a major Australian public company - has done this in the past.' What would be
different under this approach would be that the two sets of accounts would incorporate
different sets of accounting policies. Also the accounts could be directed at different
classes of shareholders according to their level of understanding of accounting rather than
the extent of their formal accounting education. Similar statements could be made in
relation to the expected holding periods with their emphasis on different accounting
measures.

As accounting for goodwill was examined the responses may be more sensitive to their
knowledge and attitude to this particular issue.

Thus. if the view is that alternative sets

of accounts should be produced for groups with different levels of understanding or
interest in accounts, then the presence or absence of such a dichotomy might be more
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directly tested by relating the understanding of and attitude to accounting for goodwill, to
the choice of the method of accounting for goodwill.

The above disc::ussion bas indicated that shareholders may not represent a
homogeneous group and that if there was a systematic:: pattern to their attitudes to
ac::counting methods, then there may be polic::y implications whic::h would be worthy
of further study.

However, the first issue is whether there is a systematic pattern to responses in this 'case
study' of accounting for goodwill.

The search for a statistical technique? to test for the presence or absence of a "systematic
pattern" followed.

The use of the traditional Chi-Squared measures were rejected in this application for two
reasons:

1.

Since the tables involved large numbers of respondents the Chi-Squared would
tend to give significant responses even when the relationship was relatively
minor. Thus the 'Chi-Squared test measures the significance of an association,
not the association itself.'

2.

Since the response patterns varied across questions, the Chi-Squared results
would not be comparable.
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Two alternative possibilities for identifying the extent to which a classification was most
strongly associated with the choice of the preferred method of accounting for goodwill
were examined.

Goodman & Kruskal (1979) identified

A.b , and T'b as two measures of association.

Those techniques will be explained next.

Having knowledge of the popularity of the various accounting methods over the total
group of respondents you could predict the actual choice of individual respondents and
then measure the degree of error in your predictions.

H the characteristics of a respondent which determines the category in which they are
placed also influences their choice of accounting methods, then knowledge of their
category should allow more accurate prediction of their choice of accounting method.

Suppose the respondent is in category A and the most common response from
respondents in Category A is to capitalise goodwill as an asset without any intention to
systematically amortise. Then if the categorisation and the accounting choice are linked
then the use of the most popular choice by the respondents in that category should give
more accurate predictions than using aggregate information,

Under

A b the predictions are made for each respondent using the predominant choice of

candidates in the category to which the respondent belongs. Once again the prediction
error can be measured. The magnitude of the reduction in the prediction error when
moving from knowledge of responses of the total group to knowledge of the predominant
response of the relevant category is an indication of the additional infotmation associated
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with the categories. In table 4 the

A. b indicates the estimated magnitude of the reduction

in the prediction error associated with a given method of categorising respondents.

The approach under

-r b

is slightly different.

Prediction errors using total group

preferences is once again the basic reference for comparison. Then predictions are made
for each respondent based on the category to which they belong and the total

distribution of views displayed by respondents in that category. Thus in this approach
the total distribution of views of respondents in that category is used compared to
predominant view only under the).. b calculations.

So predictions are made using knowledge of the total distribution of views in the relevant
category. The prediction error is measured. That is compared to the prediction error
using the total group preferences and the reduction in prediction errors ascertained. An
estimate of the improvement in prediction given knowledge of the category to which
each respondent belongs is given in table 4 as

b for each method 'of categorising

respondents.

Thus bothA. b and"]" b calculations assume the classification to which the shareholder
belongs precedes their formation of an attitude to the preferred treatment of goodwill.
Then under alternative assumptions the two methods identify the information content of
the categorisation method, or if you like, an indicator of the magnitude of the association
between the views on goodwill accounting and the categorisation method used.

These statistical methods therefore were appropriate to analyse competing ways of
categorising the respondents to the survey.
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The categories which were chosen for initial analysis were:

(a)

By shareholder category, e.g. 5000 shares or less, more than 5000 shares etc.

(b)

Whether or not the respondent held formal accounting qualifications (note that the
"not answered" respondents were omitted from the analysis on the basis that they
were not a clear cut category).

(c)

By the expected holding period. Initially this was classified as short term (four
years or less) and long term investors (over four years).

(d)

By the estimated holding period. This differs from (c) in the sense that the short
term investors were further subclassified into less than one year, one to two years,
3 to 4 years.

(e)

By the level of understanding of the profit and loss statement. (Note the other
responses were excluded for this purpose.)

(f)

By the level of understanding of the balance sheet. (Once again other responses
were excluded for this analysis.)

(g)

By self rating of the level of understanding of goodwill in the accounts. (Other
responses excluded.)

(h)

By the importance placed on the method chosen for accounting for goodwill.
(Other answers excluded.)
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The results of the analysis are summarised in Table 4.

The analysis was repeated but the categories which were effectively non-choices in
relation to nominating a method of accounting for goodwill, namely "no response", "no
opinion", "not understood" were excluded. Thus the analysis were of those respondents
who nominated an accounting method. The results are presented in Table 5.
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Table 4
Estimation of Ab and '"rb over Nine attitude classes

s,....

ca-tneatloa

(a) e-Sory of

E8tbu..

seaDdani

or
~b

deYtatioa

(i\JJ

95,.,
CoalldeIa.........

EdauIof

sealMlard

95,.,

dm-tloa

'1b

ollb

Coaftd1JtIert'.a

or'/b

(}..JJ

.0021

.0012

(0.000.
0.Q0(4)

.0043

.~95

.Q041

(.0515.

.0194

(.003 •

.0056>

S~boIder

(b) AuoaDtiDa

.0012

(.01•
.0218)

.067S)

qaalificalioa
(c) Short term vemaa

.0001

a

.0001

(0,

.0003)

loas term invaton
(d) The e8timllCld

.0016

.0012

.0002

<0-

(0•
.Q04l)

.0005

(.0476,

.0187

.0015

(.0157•
.D217)

.0193

.0016

(.0162,

.00(9)

bolctiq period
(e) By lIIIdcntmdias at

.0617

.0758)

!be P a: L ataeemeIII

.0069

(0 By level of vader-

.0223)

.emS)

st.uIdiD8 of balaDce IIbeet
<I)By level at under-

(.0505

•CYl57

.Q043

.0008

(.0173•

.0107)

.0342)

.tmdiDB of loodwiIl

(.0076,

8ICCOUIIliD1
(b) By importaDCe pieced
00

!be choice of

KCOUntiDl method

.0660

.Q079

(.0506.
.oa14)

.0302

(.0258.

.03046>
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Table 5
Estimation ofA band. b for respondents
nominating a method of accounting

C...mcatloa

s,....

EstImate

of

)..b

(a) Category of

.0119

""ladoa

95 ..
Collllde_

(Ab>

1IItenai

StaadJlrd

.olO2

.0142

.oos9

fill

'1b

ort'b

(At»
(0•

(0,

.0041

.001

.00(9)

.0002

.0012

.0017

(0•

.0006

.0004

.004')

0

.0013

0

.0014

(.0003,
.(023)

•000'

.OOO~

(.0003 •
.0024)

aanding of ba1aDce IlMet

W By level of UDder-

(0,

.0014)

the P a: L ItaIeme1Il
(f) By level of under-

(0
.000')

boIdins period
(e) By lIDdcnunding of

(.0020,

(.0017

.0033

IODg term invaton
(d) The eailDllled

lJItenai

.0061)

.0001

0

95 ..
Collflde_

oflb

.0316)

qualification
(c) Short term vena

sc.Mud
dmMloll

.0319)

Shareboider
(b) Accounting

EstImate

.00'1

(0,

.0010

ataDdina of goodwill

.0004

(.0003,
.0018)

.016)

accoanling

(h) By importanc:e plced

on the choice of
accounting method

.0046

.0113

(0,
.0267)

.0037

(.0019,
.00'5)
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Discussion

The results are not conclusive. If Table 4 is reviewed it is apparent that the importance
placed on accounting for goodwill has the greatest explanatory power closely followed
by the level of understandability of the profit statements and balance sheets, and the

holding of formal accounting qualifications.

When the responses which fail to nominate an accounting method are excluded (Table 5),
then holding of a formal qualification and shareholder category seem to hold the greater
explanatory power, with the importance placed on the method chosen being supported by
the

b measure.

It would appear that the responses to the importance placed on the method chosen for
goodwill and the understanding of the profit statement and balance sheet "explain" the
inability or unwillingness to nominate a method of accounting for goodwill,

The

category of shareholder and the absence/presence of a formal accounting qualification
partially "explain" the choices of the accounting method..

However what is also apparent is the overall attitudes are only marginally shifted by the
classification or categorisation factors.

The method prescribed by the standard was chosen by 28.9% of those with formal
accounting qualifications compared to 13.3% for those without formal qualifications. On
the other hand the support for writing off goodwill over its estimated useful
time limit were 25.5% and 16.5% respectively.

without a

Full write off as an extraordinary

expense in the year of purchase had 20.9% and 12.9% support respectively. (See Table
6, Appendix I). The user perspective would imply the identification of coalition groups
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which would form in the absence of the cost constraints. Given that respondents could
indicate that they had no opinion, or did not understand, or could just decline to answer
the question, the selections made would appear to represent genuine candidates for the
hypothetical coalitions.

The coalitions then clearly disclose three major groupings.

Because, the representativeness of the sample is an unknown quantity, which method is
most popular cannot be stated with any certainty. However the presence of three major
groups clearly indicates that there is not going to be a single dominant preferred method.

Conclusions

This survey has clearly demonstrated the feasibility of undertaking shareholder surveys

to gain insights into preferences for accounting methods.

The evidence tends to give

limited support for the choice of the accounting profession but indicates that the view is
far from unanimous. It might be assumed that the support of the fonnally qualified
.

accountant for the profession's choice would be a major factor in the ~rt shown. The
evidence provided in this paper does indicate that the holding of a formal accounting
qualification can influence the choice, but it only contributed marginally to the choice
explanation under a stringent statistical test.

This article argued for the possibility of alternative methods of accounting for reporting

purposes. The statistical evidence, while not conclusive in so far as it did not identify
clear categories for which different information are clearly preferred, did provide some
support for examining the issue further.

In particular 32.7% indicated the method of

accounting used for accounting for goodwill are important even in the presence of clear
disclosure of the methods used. (This figure is based on categories 4 and 5 in a 5 part
Likert scale with 5 equating to very important).

Further, the method of accounting for

goodwill preferred by the accounting profession only received 16.1% support.

The
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presence of two other methods which attracted 18.0% and 14.2% support suggests the
standard is clearly too restrictive. The results of this research call into question the whole
basis of the conceptual framework, with its assumption of common infonnation needs of
users. Taken a step further, this research calls into question the relevance of general
purpose financial reporting.
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FOOTNOTES:

1.

There are alternative concepts of social welfare and corresponding units of
measure. In this paper financial measures are assumed. However it is recognised
that social welfare itself is a social concept which is defined through power
relationships.

2.

This has subsequently become the Statement of Accounting Concepts 1 (SAC 1).

3.

The assistance ofK. Russell, Dept of Mathematics, University ofWollongong, is
gratefully acknowledged. He identified the appropriate techniques and performed
the analysis and assisted with interpretation.
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Appendix I
Table 6
Cross Tabulation of Choices of the Best Method of
Accounting for Purchased Goodwill by Accounting Qualification
Holden of

Not

Not

Faunal
Qualification

Faunally
Qualified

Answered

Num~%)

Num~%)

Number(%)

26(2.2)

220(4.3)

53(11.6)

55(4.7)

373(7.3)

39(8.6)

year of parehue

246(20.9)

656(12.9)

54(11.9)

Write off O"er
eltimated ulefullife

301(25.5)

838(16.5)

72(15.8)

tlcim'lIlCl. Ulefullife
with 20 year limil

341(28.9)

676(13.3)

68(14.9)

Aalet, DO write off

75(6.4)

196(3.9)

19(4.2)

No opinion

58(4.9)

1456(28.6)

91(20.0)

9(0.8)

535(10.5)

48(10.5)

68(5.8)

139(2.7)

11(2.4)

1179(100)

5089(100)

455(100)

Accounting Method

NoRapoole
Pull write off.

opcntins expeoa.
year of parch...,
Pull write off.
exttaordinuy expea.le.

Write off O"er

Not undentood
Other

TOTAL
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